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Case Study – Theplaceporta.com 

 

Let’s take a Dig at How Webrefresh Has Helped The Place Hotel Kick in Great Digital 

Experience 

 

A cool, friendly and warm hotel situated few steps away from the Port Aransas Marina, The Place 

Hotel is must-visit vacay stay that you can’t afford to miss! In addition to renowned attractions, the 

hotel is the best escape to experience all things that can help you relax, unwind and rejuvenate. The 

clean and spacious rooms designed in an elegant style and budgetary needs in place. Each of the 

hotel rooms offer simple, fresh, and warm style and welcoming colors are sure to meet the style and 

comfort standards. What sets The Place Hotel apart from the rest of the hotel around is this 

establishment is going to vibe right with the travelling and comfort vibes you look for while wandering 

at a place. Without any doubt- The Place Hotel bring in the fresh vibes that you have been soul-

searching to enliven a new and profound perspective. 

 

 

 

 

Challenges 

The Place Hotel had three big goals to hit 

1) Growing business,  

2) Increasing customer satisfaction, and  

3) Building the portfolio in key international cultural and gateway cities. 
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Since the digital world is always kicking in enhanced guest experience, we are required to keep tabs 

on their marketing approach to digital to make their dreams come for real. We needed to address the 

following challenges with the digital presence. 

1) Lack of brand awareness 

2) Disengaged when presence 

3) Old website technology 

 

 
 

 

The End Goal 

Ultimately, the goal was to better visibility on search engine results pages and skyrocket direct online 

bookings and revenue. 

 

Solution 

Since the struggle is real, we needed to think out of the box and beyond just launching a website. We 

designed a breathtaking new website powered by a comprehensive digital marketing strategy. The 

cutting edge website we developed gave site visitors a pair of fresh eyes to experience The Place 

Hotel as a brand and make a direct booking. The site was further optimized to generate leads through 

SEO that lead to more website visitors. In addition, we implemented hands on flexible, versatile 

technology to create interactive digital experiences for modern-day consumers. 
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Results 

Shortly after developing a new website, The Place Hotel brand improved and a consistent digital 

experience derived promising results across the board. 

 

Booking conversions: Booking conversion rates and revenue have increased overall and they have 

seen an amazing drive in the international guests. 

 

Mobile Bookings: Prior to launching the new website, mobile visitors were seen from the website. 

Their mobile bookings have popped with spontaneity. 

 

Increased Engagement: The amount of time visitors spend on the site has increased incredibly. 

 

Brand awareness: Feedback from potential guests assuring that The Place Hotel has enhanced its 

digital experience, tells the brand survived and worked well in the competitive, highly-trafficked digital 

world. Both brand awareness and understanding of the brand have significantly improved. 

 

Client Testimonials  

I had a lot of fun while working with Webrefresh! I found the company and the whole team utterly 

professional and instrumental in bringing more business to the whole hotel portfolio. In the past few 

months, they have proven to be a key element behind The Place Hotel’s tactical promotions. They 

were a crucial source of getting viable leads. They have effectively tapped, expanded, and created a 

specific market pool for the hotel that eventually experienced outlet revenue. Working with their skilled 

and knowledgeable staff has always worked wonders and we are looking forward to more years of 

successful partnership with Webrefresh! 
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Conclusion 

The Place Hotel has established an outstanding digital experience. Now it is standing out to tell its 

unique story of survival. Overcoming all the digital marketing hurdles that were blocking the road, The 

Place Hotel is now experiencing great results and on its way to making the ambitions reality and 

staying on top of the competition.  

 

 

 

 

Webrefresh provides hoteliers with all the tactics to sail ahead in the digital world, including industry-

leading website development, digital marketing, and high-level consulting to some of the world’s top 

class hotels. If you are a hotelier and want to acquire, engage, and retain your guests, we can make it 

happen! 
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